
A development officer’s guide to the practical and tactical



Overview
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most higher education institutions are now effectively closed except for online learning. A vast majority of Advancement staff are working from home, they are restricted from travel and personal visits. Most of these staff have never previously worked from a home office environment and are more then likely challenged by a physical removal of (perceived) essential support services.  Most also lack the necessary experience to be successful in a continuous independent setting. We are going to address this today



Operational Impact
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most higher education institutions are now effectively closed except for online learning. Some websites reflect that reality and others have not yet mentioned it on the home page.



The Market & Philanthropic Impact

Historically, giving, 
particularly major gifts, track 
with the stock market
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The market has taken a hit in the last two months.Giving USA shows that giving tracks with the S&P 500, certainly major gift do…FYI…Anticipate that endowments will have losses comparable to 2008/09 (Harvard is currently down -30%).  This will negatively impact endowed fund payouts for FY 21 and maybe Advancement budgets if those budgets are partially funded through endowment income and/or gift management fees.



The Economy & Philanthropic Impact

• Charitable runs at 2% of 
Gross Domestic Product

• Giving usually is flat in a 
recession, except in 2009
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is truly a unique time in America and in Philanthropy.  Giving tracks with the economy, tracking at 2% of GDPHistorically charitable is flat or grows slightly during a recession as those with, care for those without; except in 2008/09 when everyone lost 1/3 of their assetsThere is much to be concerned about; declining gift revenue for FY Q 3 and 4 coupled with the ongoing decline of individual donors, and a significant decrease in personal income.  



Philanthropic Headwinds

• Nationally and Internationally the 
number of distinct donors is 
declining

• And our retention rates reinforce the 
decline
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Presentation Notes
The other headwind is that the actual number of charitable donors has declinedAnd nonprofits are only retaining 43% of their donor baseWe need to address both these issues and not accept the status quo in this environment….



Impact of College Population & Closures
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Presentation Notes
The birthrate in the us has declined, and colleges are already in stiff competition for students. The impact of the virus is not insignificant.One other concern is that the timing of campus closures will negatively impact admissions. The National acceptance date has been moved from May 1st to May 15th (and may possibly be moved again).If you work for one of the many smaller, private, liberal arts institution in New England, the Northeast or Midwest you are already concerned with declining admissions numbers. If your institution is majority tuition dependent, then you are aware as to how the operating budget will be negatively impacted by a decline of 50- 100 new students.Enhanced declining student enrollment will place even more of a burden on Institutional Advancement to fill the budget gaps.



What is different

We had a bull market 

We had full employment

We had a strong economy

This is prophylactic shut down to avoid widespread disease and death

The government has responded with an unprecedented stimulus package 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are some reasons for optimism, this is different from before..



The Hiatus Presents Opportunity

• To experiment with technology,

• Become creative, 

• Revisit some very effective tools from the not too distant past 
and,

• Pair some approaches with new technology.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adversity begets creativity 



Where to Start
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Time to Organize

• This is the moment to clean-up, and organize our work
• From database to prospect lists to plans
• To prepare for the next wave
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Start with your data base

• Data cleansing and normalization
• Duplicate checks
• Standard data entry, and affinity tables

• Missing external data
• Phone numbers
• Email (business and personal)

• Missing Internal data
• Student activities: government, clubs, sports
• Honors, awards, scholarships

• Value Proposition:
• Higher contact rates for Annual Fund and
• Improved scheduling for major gift officers and stewardship
• Better segmentation
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Presentation Notes
Take a look at your own system, have different people over different time periods entered similar data differently?  Now would be a good time check and normalize data entry.Have phone numbers and mailing addresses been updated within the past year?  If not, then now is the time to do so.Domestic cell phone number updating services now exist, (while still a bit pricy) this would be a good investmentDo you have information that has not yet been included in the system (because no one had the time to do it)?  Members of the swim team, student government officers, glee club, varsity sports, etc.



Wealth Screening

• Wealth Screening data has a life span of about 24-36 months
• Therefore if the database had a wealth / asset overlay completed prior to that, 

now would be the time to refresh
• This will help you triage and segment your prospect pool once the “shelter in 

place” order is lifted 

• Consider augmenting the screening with analytics to leverage the data for 
additional insight and strategic planning 

• All work in this environment can be done via email and video conference.
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Call Reports, Status, and Proposals:

Every gift officer can spend time updating records and call reports
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Presentation Notes
Every gift officers can spend time to ensure: All outstanding contact reports are entered in the systemProposals are entered accurately and currentEngagement and solicitation strategies are updatedReviewing and updating target solicitation ask amountsSolicitation timelines are adjusted to conform with current reality



Web Based Portfolio Review: Assigned v Unassigned

63 Assigned,          
High Capacity            
& Proclivity

165 Assigned,     
Lower Capacity          
& Low Proclivity

526, Unassigned 
High Capacity & 
Proclivity

800, Unassigned, 
Leadership Gift 
Prospects
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Presentation Notes
Managers of Development Teams can and should schedule thorough portfolio reviews each Gift Officer;Conducted through an online video service such as Zoom, Team, Skype or even Facetime  These video conferences should minimally include:the major gift officer their manager and the appropriate representative from Prospect Research Objective: freshen up the gift officer’s portfolio:remove nulls and unproductive prospects and replace those with higher level/quality prospects. Limit portfolios to a maximum of 100-130 prospects.



Tier the Prospect Pool
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Tier I

10 Prospects

Solicit This Year

Tier II

20 Prospects

Solicit Next Year

Tier III

70 Prospects

Discovery/
Cultivation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Portfolios should be tiered: Tier I are those prospect who will be solicited this year.  Tier II are those qualified prospects on track for solicitation next year. Tier III is comprised of the better qualified discover level prospects. Keep 10 prospects in Tier I, 20-25 in Tier II, 70-80 in Tier III.



Classic Performance Metrics

Gift Level Portfolio Size Visits / Month Proposals / Month

Principal Gifts 50 – 75 5 0.5

Major Gifts 125 – 150 15-20 2

Leadership Annual 200 – 250 20 5 - 10
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VPC recommends that the following serve as goals for gift officer performance 
metrics.  Gift officers that are new to the organization may have portfolios and 
expectations at the low end of the range

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keep the classic metrics in mind.  Newly hired officers, who have not yet built relationships with prospects would be at the low end of the range, while those on staff 2, 3 or more years could be at the high end, but no higher. While working from home, visits per month should translate into “effective two-way communication” i.e. Skype call or phone call



Reevaluate Long Term Strategies

• The pause in the 
economy and shifting 
priorities suggest we 
should re-examine the 
engagement plans and 

• Both the personal and 
philanthropic 
priorities of our 
prospects
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Presentation Notes
Engagement strategies will have to change, you can’t invite them to dinner any time soon, or take a tour of the library that is under construction.



Remote prospect/donor stewardship 
and engagement
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Presentation Notes
It is critical that gift officers spend time on the phone with prospects and donors and stay in contact with them.For those gift officers who have established relationships with their prospect and donors they should call or video chat and update them to the current situation on campus.Share with donors how the online learning is going and share any interesting information coming from the online learning (student/faculty feedback, clips of certain lectures).Most importantly, consideration should be given to providing prospects and donors access to some of the more interesting online learning experiences.In short, maintain prospect and donor contact while we are in this self-isolationNow is also a great time to also focus outreach to high potential discovery level prospects to reconnect them with the institution



Stewardship and Donor Relations
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This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maintaining contact is critical:Thank often, establish donor loyalty programs that give recognition for consecutive years of giving, not giving levelsConsider doing online donor profiles that are posted to the Advancement and/or Institution’s web pagesGiven the significant downturn in the stock expect to hear from some donors with current year or multi-year pledges who need to renegotiate their payment termsBe open, flexible and supportive in these conversations.  If needed, consider offering seven-year payment terms as opposed to five.  The primary point is to secure the donor relationship and maintain cash flow, even if at a reduced annual level.

https://flickr.com/photos/colink/7722572538
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Annual Giving
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Presentation Notes
Now would be a great time to launch or relaunch recurring giving programs via the mail and phone that convert existing annual giving donors to monthly recurring giving programs.Student calling and direct mail programs should focus on maintaining contact and to update prospects and donors to the current campus situation.For now we recommend no specific annual giving or other asks, outside of planned giving, be made for financial support.  If possible, solicitations should be embargoed until such time that the virus situation in your area has significantly improved.FYI…Consider using direct mail outreach to Millennials. Direct mail to Millennials has proven to be very successful as personalized direct mail sent to that cohort is considered a new and unique experience by them. 



Annual Giving: Impact of Recurring Gifts

• Introducing recurring 
gifts, increases alumni 
participation rates
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Segment 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Recurring Gift Acquisition 6,296 6,467 6,639 6,810 6,981
Recurring Gift Retention 0 6,923 13,485 19,792 25,857
Recurring Gift Conversion 1,000 999 1,076 1,139 1,262
Cash Gift Retention 5 yr+ 6,406 6,038 5,806 5,904 6,400
Cash Gift Retention 3 - 4 yr 1,539 1,602 1,961 2,518 2,984
Cash Gift Retention 2 yr 1,017 1,526 2,054 2,241 2,917
Cash Gift Retention 1 yr 1,659 2,045 2,191 2,337 2,483
Reactivation 1 yr Lapsed 795 1,258 1,222 1,399 1,506
Reactivation 2 - 5 yr Lapsed 760 1,022 1,305 2,404 2,326
Cash Gift Acquisition 7,807 8,019 8,232 8,444 8,656

TOTAL 27,278 35,900 43,971 52,987 61,373
Participation Rate 11% 14% 17% 19% 22%

Senior Class Gift Recurring* 396 594 792 990 1,188
Senior Class Gift Cash* 804 1,206 1,608 2,010 2,412

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
Recurring Gift Acquisition 0 0 0 0 0
Recurring Gift Retention/Upgrade 0 0 0 0 0
Recurring Gift Conversion 0 0 0 0 0
Cash Gift Retention 5 yr+ 6,743 6,690 6,772 7,226 8,189
Cash Gift Retention 3 - 4 yr 1,620 1,775 2,261 3,009 3,640
Cash Gift Retention 2 yr 1,070 1,650 2,299 2,506 3,200
Cash Gift Retention 1 yr 1,746 2,252 2,455 2,658 2,861
Cash Gift Reactivation 1yr Lapsed 795 1,324 1,226 1,342 1,376
Cash Gift Reactivation 2yr+ Lapsed 760 1,022 1,331 2,400 2,304
Cash Gift Acquisition 7,807 8,019 8,232 8,444 8,656

TOTAL 20,540 22,733 24,576 27,585 30,226

Participation Rate 8% 9% 9% 10% 10.8%
Senior Class Gift Recurring* 0 0 0 0 0
Senior Class Gift Cash* 1,200 1,800 2,400 3,000 3,600

Projected Fiscal Year
Segment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These projections illustrate the impact of a recurring giving program where renewal rates are at 75%, versus using the standard protocol. Alumni participation accelerates in one model and not the other.According to Network for Good’s donation data, the average recurring donor will give 42% more in one year than those who give one-time gifts. The average monthly recurring gift for Network for Good clients is $52. Over 1 year, that’s a $624 donation!



Annual Giving

• Consider starting your student calling program back up 
• Software permits student callers to call and work remotely
• Consider using a third- party firm like Lead, or Catapult 
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Presentation Notes
Consider starting your student calling program back up.  Alumni will want to hear from students as it is students who (in higher education) have been most impacted by the campus closures. Software programs now exist that allow student callers to have access to the phoneathon calling software so they may work remotely.When possible, reopen your on-campus calling centers and start calling using your updated databases for enhanced home and cell phone numbers.If student callers are not available, then consider using a third- party firm like Lead, Catapult, or others. 



Annual Giving
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Presentation Notes
When the “shelter in place” order is lifted, every nonprofit will be on the phone, in the car, sending emails, and everything else you can conceive. If you use the current time to be sensitive, kind, and caring, you will be top of mind, and avoid the criticism that “they only contact me to ask for money.”



Planned Giving Opportunity

Members of the Boomer and Silent Generations may be more receptive to 
deferred gift options versus current cash or assets, which they need for 
retirement
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The people most impacted by the market collapse are those closest to retirement, the Baby Boomers, and those in retirement the Silent Generation. Their concerns are short term, and large gifts of cash may not be reasonable now.  However they may respond positively to an organization they trust with a deferred gift, including a simple codicil to the Will.



Planned Giving
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Presentation Notes
As we come out of the confinement, you should experiment with calling planned giving prospects rated below the $2,000,000 level for bequest with phone asks made by the planned giving officersThe vast majority of planned gifts are made through wills.  You can supply basic templates to have donors document gift codicils to their wills and have them a mail copy of the executed codicil to the Advancement Office with copies to their attorney and themselves.Recently, a third-party calling service completed a test of this process using retired planned giving officers as the callers.  They achieved a 90% contact rate, a pledge rate of close to 60% and an average bequest commitment of $68,000 with a university’s planned giving file.



VP’s, AVP’s Gift Officer Managers
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Presentation Notes
This is also a good time to revise performance expectations and metrics for the year, revise budgets for the current year and next and get started on the annual staff performance evaluation process.Given the significant decrease in endowment valuations that means there will be fewer dollars available for endowment payouts. This will impact current and minimally next year’s payouts for all endowments (scholarships, professorships, awards, etc.). Reduced gift revenue and reduced endowment payouts may place new pressure on staff headcount.Anticipate that in cases where currently approved new positions are deemed less critical, they may be delayed, or not filled at all.  While there is always an argument for revenue producing positions, sharpen the case and realize that a request for a reduction in force may be issued.



VP’s, AVP’s Gift Officer Managers
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Presentation Notes
For those mangers who are new to managing, this is a good time to take online management training or staff should make themselves available for one on one coaching from their managers (which can be done by phone or Zoom).Read Good to GreatAlso managers should consider doing internal workflow analysis and internal benchmarking as ways to improve efficiency and increase return on investment.  These analyses would be helpful to have completed in case existing staff vacancies in your office are not filled. 



Alumni Relations
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Presentation Notes
Move to an online format for updates, utilize video conferences for board and committee meetings.  On most campuses' events have been postponed or cancelled.  Consider what can (and identify those that can not) be moved to an online experience. Use phone, mail and video conference for outreach and engagement.  Maintaining contact is essential, once this crisis passes, and it will pass, stakeholders will be much easier to reengage if ongoing communication has been occurring.



Alumni Relations

• Move to an online format for updates and information sharing 

• Utilize video conferences for board and committee meetings.  

• Consider which events can (and identify those that cannot) be 
moved to an online experience. 

• Engage alumni with remote video for outreach and engagement.

• Maintaining contact is essential, once this crisis passes, and it will 
pass, stakeholders will be much easier to reengage if ongoing 
communication has been occurring.

• See the University of Wisconsin Experience

• See Rockford University
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Presentation Notes
Move to an online format for updates and information sharing Utilize video conferences for board and committee meetings.  On most campuses' events have been postponed or cancelled.  Consider what can (and identify those that can not) be moved to an online experience. Use phone, mail and video conference for outreach and engagement.  Maintaining contact is essential, once this crisis passes, and it will pass, stakeholders will be much easier to reengage if ongoing communication has been occurring.We offer some illustrations of an online alumni gathering at the University of Wisconsin, And engagement strategies at Rockford University and 4-Hhttps://www.myrockfordstory.org/https://www.my4-hproject.org/responses/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wDXn7b2sZVQ&feature=youtu.be
http://www.myrockfordstory.org/


Summary
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In Conclusion
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We believe that the COVID19 virus experience has the potential to change the way higher education is structured.  If institutions can make the online learning experience productive and successful, then more students and parents may expect that offering as a core component for undergraduate education.  



Impact on Higher Education

• The COVID19 virus experience has the potential to change the way higher 
education is structured.  

• If institutions can make the online learning experience productive and 
successful, then more students and parents may expect that offering as a 
core component of undergraduate education.  

• This experience, especially the longer it goes on, could be the catalyst that 
starts a move away from traditional bricks and mortar leaning to online 
education.  

• If that does happen, it will have an unimagined impact on higher education 
institutions starting with the current class of soon to be graduates who may 
not have a formal commencement event.  
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Impact on Fundraising

• The fundraising landscape will be challenging for the remainder of 
FY 20 and most of FY 21  

• In some ways this is like what occurred in 2008/09 coupled with 9-11.

• The real loss of personal wealth your donors and prospects 
experienced will take some time to replace and recover  

• In 2008/09 most individuals did not recover their lost wealth in the market 
until late 2012/2013 and overall philanthropy did decline in 2008/09.

• We are certain that more can be done, these thoughts and tactics 
help cover the next three to four months and prepare for the time 
when the COVID19 crisis passes
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Presentation Notes
For those smaller, private, liberal arts institutions who are already experience issues with shrinking enrollment and endowments, this crisis will be especially challenging.



Thank you!
For more information contact Michael J. Shippam at 

michael@visionaryphilanthropy.com
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we are in unprecedented times, by demonstrating care and compassion to those that have supported you in the past, will reinforce the value of your institution in society.  The need for education will not go away.  And while we are “hunkered down” we can do a lot that will position our institutions for success on the other side of this virus.
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